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Abstract
In order to better understand the relationships between ore deposit distribution and their tectonic
context, and help identifying geodynamic-related criteria of favorability, we propose a paleogeographic
approach. We use this approach to study the distribution of porphyry copper deposits along the western
Tethyan suture. Spatial and temporal distribution of the deposits is not random and show that they were
emplaced in five distinct clusters. Two clusters, in the Aegean-Balkan-Carpathian area, that were
emplaced in Upper Cretaceous and Oligo-Miocene, are associated with a specific polyphased kinematic
context, within the framework of the Africa-Eurasia convergence. This context is characterized by 1) a
fast subduction rate, shortly followed by 2) a drastic decrease of this rate. Although preliminary, these
results highlight the control of the geodynamic context, and especially the subduction kinematics, on the
genesis of porphyry deposits. This study also confirms that the paleogeographic approach is a promising
tool that could help identifying geodynamic and tectonic criteria favoring the genesis of various ore
deposit types.
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Introduction
The spatial approach of predictivity focuses on the geological context of mineral deposits and the
parameters that control their distribution, from district to continental scales: geology, tectonic structures,
geophysics and geochemistry, but also geodynamics and paleogeography. It is an upstream phase of
prospection campaigns, which goal is to guide the exploration strategy by predicting the a priori most
favorable areas.
Loiselet et al. (2010) have shown the strong impact of the geometry and dynamics of the eastern
Mediterranean subduction zone on the distribution of porphyry and epithermal deposits. More generally, it is
widely accepted that the genesis of many types of mineralization is closely linked to the geodynamic context
(e.g. Lips, 2007). Therefore, a thorough knowledge of this context is a necessary condition to identify
tectonic factors that control the genesis of ore deposits. A major problem, however, is to replace the
mineralization within the geodynamic framework that prevailed at the time of its genesis. It is a necessary
step to better understand the relationships between the mineralization and its environment (plate boundaries,
tectonic structures, geology,…). This would, in turn, help identifying criteria that are favorable to their
genesis. We believe that the paleogeographic approach, which has not been much used so far in the field of
mineral resources predictivity, is appropriate to help solving this problem.
Porphyry copper deposits are associated to calc-alkaline magmatism in subduction zones. In the present
study, we use the paleogeographic approach to better understand the geodynamic and kinematic context that
controlled, at least in part, the genesis of porphyry copper deposits along the western Tethyan margin during
Cretaceous and Cenozoic.
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1.

Spatial and temporal distributiion of porrphyry co
opper dep
posits

phyry copperr deposits alo
ong the westeern Tethyan suture. This compilationn
We havve compiled a list of porp
is based on data extractted from 1) the
t ProMinee Mineral Deeposits datab
base (Cassardd et al., this volume), 2))
npublished) and
a 3) the “PPorphyry cop
pper depositss
the “Caucassus” Minerall Deposits daatabase of thee BRGM (un
of the Worlld” database of the USGS
S (Singer et al., 2008). It
I contains 11
16 deposits oof porphyry type, amongg
which 114 eexplicitly coontain copperr. These depoosits are disttributed alon
ng the Tethyaan suture fro
om longitudee
18°E to 66°°E and range in age from 4.0 (Zancleaan) to 143.5 Ma (Berriasiian).
We havve studied the spatial and temporral distributtion of thesse porphyryy copper deposits. Thiss
distribution is not randoom. On the contrary,
c
it sshows conceentrations of deposits aloong specific segments off
the westernn Tethyan sutture and duriing distinct ttime periodss. Plotting eitther the agess of deposits versus theirr
d symbology
y, shows thaat their occu
urrences aree
longitude aand their geoographic disstribution wiith age-based
organized innto five distiinct spatial an
nd temporal “clusters” (F
Figure 1):
1. “Older” depposits of the Caucasus
C
areea (Armeniaa, Azerbaijan
n) – Lower C
Cretaceous (5
5 deposits);
bia, Romaniaa) – Upper C
Cretaceous an
nd Paleocenee
2. Balkan-Carppathian area deposits (Buulgaria, Serb
(29 depositss);
us area depoosits (Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Western Iraan) – Eocenee
3. Eastern Turrkey-Caucasu
(11 depositss);
hian area depposits (Aeg
gean Sea, Grreece, Maceddonia, Serbiia, Romania,,
4. Aegean-Ballkan-Carpath
Slovakia) – Oligocene and
a Miocene (47 depositss);
5. Middle-Eastt area deposiits (Iran, Afgghanistan, Paakistan) - Mio
ocene (19 deeposits).

Figuree 1 - Spatial and
a temporal distributionn of porphyryy copper dep
posits along tthe western Tethyan
T
suture in ffive distinct “clusters”.
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Becausee clusters 1, 3 and 5 are too poorly ssampled, and
d because thee kinematics through tim
me relative too
Eurasia is bbetter constraained for Afr
frica than Ara
rabia or Iran,, we have focused our sttudy on clustters 2 and 4..
We have reeplaced thesee two clusters in the geoddynamic and
d kinematic contexts
c
thatt prevailed at the time off
their genesees.

2.

Paleeogeograp
phic and kinematic
k
c approacch

y have impaccted the geneesis of Upperr Cretaceouss
In orderr to assess tecctonic and kinematic facttors that may
and Oligo-M
Miocene poorphyry copp
per depositss of the Aeegean-Balkan
n-Carpathiann area, we did
d regionall
paleogeograaphic reconsstructions off the Africa--Eurasia con
nvergence, frrom Upper JJurassic to Present
P
Day,,
using the U
UTIG PLAT
TES global kinematic
k
m
model develo
oped at the University
U
oof Texas at Austin (e.g..
Ghidella ett al., 2007). Deposits and
a their chhronology (i..e. age of appearance)
a
ded in thesee
were includ
reconstructiions, as welll as instantan
neous velociity fields, in
n order to better image re
relative displlacements off
plates. Thesse reconstrucctions show that
t the two cclusters occu
urred during periods of reelatively slow
w velocity off
Africa relatiive to Eurasiia.
E
(arbiitrary point oof coordinates 33°N andd
We thenn have plotteed the velociity of Africaa relative to Eurasia
19°E on thee northern border of the plate). In adddition to th
he UTIG PLA
ATES modell, we have also
a used thee
EarthByte gglobal kinem
matic model, developed aat the Univeersity of Sidn
ney (e.g. Müüller et al., 1997,
1
2008)..
The diagram
m (Figure 2)) shows that both clusterrs 2 and 4 were
w
emplaced in specifi
fic and similaar kinematicc
contexts. Thhis context is
i characterizzed by 1) a rrelatively high rate of su
ubduction, thhat may have resulted inn
higher meltt production in the mantle wedge (Taatsumi & Eggins, 1995), followed byy 2) a drasticc decrease off
f
slab retreat (e.g. Schellart, 20
005), extensiional regime in the upperr
the subduction rate, thatt may have favored
m that emplaccements of cllusters 2 andd
plate and eaasier ascensioon of magmaas. Regional tectonic studies confirm
4 coincide, spatially andd temporally, with extenssional regimees that affectt, respectivelly, the Moesian Platform
m
Miocene (e.g
g. Jolivet & B
Brun, 2010).
in Upper Crretaceous, annd the Aegeaan-Balkan areea in Oligo-M

Figure 2 - Rates of convergence
c
versus time of the Africa
an plate relattive to fixed E
Eurasia, sho
owing the
c
in whhich clusters 2 and 4 were emplaced.
kinematic context
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Conclusion
The paleogeographic approach used in the present study allowed to evidence a specific kinematic context
associated with the emplacement of two porphyry copper deposits clusters in the Aegean-Balkan-Carpathian
area in Upper Cretaceous and Oligo-Miocene. This context is characterized by 1) first a relatively high
velocity of subduction, shortly followed by 2) a drastic decrease of this velocity. Even though this result is
preliminary, it confirms the control of the geodynamic context, and especially the subduction kinematics, on
the genesis of porphyry deposits. It needs, however, to be confirmed by 1) studying other convergent
margins, in order to check if other porphyry deposits clusters may also, or not, be associated with a similar
kinematic context, 2) considering the magmatism associated with the porphyry deposits, in order to confirm
the link between deep mantle processes and genesis of deposits in the upper crust, and 3) refining the
kinematic models, that are global and lack the accuracy needed for such a regional studies. These points will
be addressed in future developments of this work.
Nevertheless, the present study confirms that the paleogeographic approach is a promising tool that could
help identifying geodynamic and tectonic criteria favoring the genesis of several mineral deposit types. As a
corollary, concentrations of mineral deposits, according to their type, may also be interesting markers of past
geodynamic contexts.
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